The theory of electron spin-rotational (SR) relaxation in systems with an effective spin S"=$ is formulated in terms of the adiabatic rotation of effective spin (ARES) approach. It is shown that SR relaxation results from the orientational random walk of the axes of the intramolecular electric field potential (ligand field) to which a spin-bearing atomic center is exposed. The validity of the stochastic treatment presented here is not limited by the Redfield conditions. The general expression obtained for the time constant of electron spin relaxation in liquid phase reproduces the well-known result of Hubbard-Atkins-Kivelson theory if it is specialized to the case of systems with weak spin-orbit coupling.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since Kronig's' and Van Vleck's2 pioneering work it is well recognized that, mediated through spin-orbit coupling (SOC), a random modulation of the interatomic electric field potential V affects the spin and induces spin-lattice relaxation (SLR). The first application of the Kronig-Van Vleck mechanism, originally developed for crystals, to the description of spin relaxation in the liquid phase by Altshuler and Valiev3 and, in more detail, by Kivelson4 was restricted to "stretching" modes of the collective motion, which modulate only the strength of V. The same idea has been exploited by McConnell in his "spin-orbit pulse" mechanism of SLR. ' Relaxation of rotational degrees of freedom could independently induce relaxation of a spin. This process has been described in terms of spin-rotational,6*8 "rotational spin-orbit, " ',l" and "spin-orbit tunneling"" mechanisms of SLR. In its "pure" form SR relaxation operates in the gas phase where the change of molecular orientation may be described as a sequence of free rotations interrupted by collisions and the rotational (angular momentum) relaxation time r,,, is a physically well-defined parameter. Actually, this mechanism has been first introduced by Blombergen et a1.l2 in their studies of proton NMR in a gas. This "gas phase"-type mechanism has been adapted to liquids and investigated in great details for molecules of different shape and for different models of molecular rotation in the condensed phase (see, e.g., Ref. 8 and references therein).
The theory of SR relaxation has been formulated in terms of the effective spin Hamiltonian:6>8 H,,= NC@,
where N is the rotational angular momentum of the molecule, e is the spin-rotation coupling tensor, and Seff is the operator of effective spin. This interaction can lead to SLR, because both N and C are stochasticaly modulated by molecular collisions in a gas and by anisotropic intermolecular forces in a liquid. Usually it is assumed that the spin and rotational variables are weakly coupled. Consequently, the theory may be applied only in cases where the relaxation of rotational degrees of freedom proceeds at a much higher rate than the SLR process (Redfield limit). This automatically leads to an exponential decay of the initial spin orientation with the rate constant UT, which may be expressed in terms of the correlation function K,,(t) of H,,, Eq. (1). In liquids the time scales of rotational (angular momentum) and orientational relaxation rol are very different ( rN< rot). Therefore, K,(t) can be factorized and l/T, may be readily calculated (see, e.g. Ref. 8).
Nuclear spin is in general weakly coupled to the lattice. Therefore, the Redfield approximation is undoubtedly applicable for the description of nuclear SLR in the liquid phase (the case for which the theory was originally developed6). It should be clear from the above that in such a situation the following inequality holds true:
T,%,&'hl. (2) Atkins and Kivelson7 were the first to apply the spinrotational mechanism to the analysis of electron spin relaxation. Following C~rl,'~ they approximated the effective spin-rotational Hamiltonian [Eq. (l) ] by the expression7. 
Here Sk =g^-g,i, with g, the g factor of the free electron, and i the molecular tensor of inertia. It should be stressed that this approximation is valid only if ]I Sk]] 41, which is a common case for organic radicals. In Ref. 14 a geometrical approach to the problem was developed. It has been shown that in Seff=1/2 species SR interaction arises from a U(2) non-Abelian gauge potential and can be described within the framework of the adiabatic rotation of effective spin (ARES) formalism (cf. Ref. 14, in the following referred to as ARES I) in terms of an effective spin-Hamiltonian:
Hf&= -iA( -wawff.
Here L denotes the lab frame, A is the corresponding gauge potential, @=T-1, and o=N?' is the angular velocity of molecular rotation. The tensor q is defined by the expression 14.15
Here L and S are the operators of electron orbital momentum and spin, P, is the projector onto the two-dimensional Hilbert space which is spanned by the ground Kramers doublet First publ. in: Journal of Chemical Physics 100 (1994), 10, pp. 7508-7514 Konstanzer (KD). The specific form of P, and thus y, computed from Eq. (5), depends upon the eigenbasis of the Hamiltonian in the nonrotating system and reflects the degree of mixing between the eigenfunctions IacL)) and I@")) of the real spin (L) operator Sz, . It has been pointed out14 that in the case of *) A weak SOC SpGg, and thereby Has = H,, CL) .
One should note that, independent of the particular model used to describe electron spin relaxation, the theoretically predicted upper limit of the SLR rate for Seff=$-systems with weak coupling between spin and spatial degrees of freedom in magnetically dilute solutions is less than e.g., Ref. 16 and references therein). However, for (Seff=$) paramagnetic complexes of high ligand symmetry (slightly distorted octahedral) extremely short values of electron SLR times T,-10-1*-10-12 s have been reported.t7 A relaxation time in the subnanosecond time scale has been estimated for hydroxyl radicals and some other organic and inorganic radicals of axial symmetry in liquid solutions. '8,19 The basic common feature of these species is their partially unquenched orbital momentum and, resulting from it, a strong coupling between electron spin and spatial variables. Consequently, inequality (2) and Eq. (3) do not hold (T,-rel, or even shorter than rol) and the Redfield approximation is not valid. It appears, however, that so far there is no theoretical treatment of SR relaxation of electron spin in the condensed phase which is not based on the assumption of Redfield conditions. In this paper it will be shown that ARES-type motion of the effective spin, which adiabatically follows the random walk of the main axes of the intramolecular electric (ligand) field tensor, is a suitable and most useful picture for describing spin-rotational relaxation. Applying the ARES approach we will provide a theoretical description of SR relaxation in Se'= l/2 species beyond the Redfield limit, i.e., for situations with an arbitrary rate of stochastic modulation of the ARES Hamiltonian, Eq. (4). Our approach to the problem is valid for an arbitrary ratio between the basic "structural" parameters of a system: effective SOC constant X and the strength of its intramolecular electric (ligand) field potential V. In the limit of weak SOC the well-known expression for l/T, that results from the Hubbard theory of SR relaxation in the liquid phase for systems with two orientational degrees of freedom6-' is reproduced.
II. TIME EVOLUTION OF MAGNETIZATION
Even in the absence of an external magnetic field the SLR process can be characterized by the decay of the projection of the ensemble averaged, (e-e), electron spin on its original direction in space, which may be chosen as the axis 2, of the L frame. If the lattice variables are "frozen" the evolution of the density operator pcL)(t) is governed by the Liouville equation (3i= 1)
The transformation which relates the irreducible tensor operators in the lab frame to those in the moving molecular frame is
4L 41 Following Refs. 14 and 20 we consider the Hamiltonian
Here qL=OL=ZL, fiLM={ ffLM ,flLM ,xLM} is the set of Euler angles defining the instantaneous orientation of the principal axes of the electricA(ligand) field tensor V (M frame) relative to the L frame; R is the Liouville space operator of finite rotation relating two systems o,f coordinates, the At t=O the axes of the L frame are oriented along the principal axes of the electric (ligand) field tensor V. For atoms with an odd number of electrons in an environment of symmetry lower than cubic, it is possible that, among the eigenstates of HL(0) there are some exhibiting no other than Kramers degeneracy.21 Let us consider the situation in which such a Kramers doublet constitutes the ground term of the system. It is spanned by two kets: 1 a=) and lp'">. Now let the molecule rotate. With no significant loss of generality we may take the origin of L frame at the molecular center of mass and assume that the main axes of the molecular tensor of inertia coincide with the principal axes of the electric (ligand) field tensor. Since, in the case under consideration, V,X%k,T, any thermal molecular motion to which the real spin is coupled occurs at a much slower rate than the energy difference (in frequency units) between the lowest KD and higher eigenstates of H, . In other words, the ground doublet is adiabatically isolated from the excited levels and, in order to calculate any observable quantity of a system, we only need the matrix elements of the corresponding operator within this lowest RD. In such a case it is convenient to introduce the effective (formal) spin operator Seff (cf. Ref. 21, and ARES I) acting in a two-dimensional Hilbert space in which an eigenbasis of (Seff)' and S$L) constitute the eigenvectors 1 a 75 ) and Ip 7-5 ). Molecular rotation results in the variation of the orientation of vector S"'(t) relative to its initial direction Seff(0), Formally, this is performed by a linear transformation U,,(t) in the twodimensional Hilbert space of eigenfunctions of S$') .I4
In the rotating molecular frame (Ma) the evolution of a reduced density operator of the ground RD (IcJq,p=j>:
*(M) is governed by the propagator U,,, (t) which is defined in the (2X2)2 Liouville space
where T is the time-ordering operator.t4 Consider now the time behavior of the following quantity:
~Xexp[ix~M(L~~+S~~)l. (12) Substituting Eqs. (8) and (11) The random character of the molecular rotation in a liquid leads to a stochastic modulation of H$&, . Thus it is necessary to average Eq. (13) over all realizations of the random process H&(t) or, in other words, to find the relaxation operator ~q',0L(t)=(R~L,0L[~LM(t)l.6~S(~)). (14) Knowing Q qL ,cL(t) it is straightforward to calculate the decay of the observable M;:(t).
III: KINETIC EQUATION
It is well-known that in the condensed phase the angular velocity (angular momentum) of a molecule relaxes on a much shorter time scale, rN, than the orientational coordinates. Thus for times t& rN, it is legitimate to eliminate the fast variables and to assume that the process of random variation of the molecular orientation is a stationary Markovian process.8,22 In such a case the conditional probability w&,~~,; t-t,,) of finding the orientation of the molecular framework equal to fiLM at the end of the time interval (to, t), if it is known to have been equal to fiFM at its beginning (t,=O) satisfies the ; P(h4 J-g&) Z-r ,' 1 P(fbf ,@&.f;t) -I P(q., ,@,;t)
Xf <Qhf &dd% 9 I P(%M ,@,;O)= wLM-~~M).
Here rC is a mean time between the variation of the molecular orientation. The function f(fiL, ,RLM) describes the probability density for jumping from Cl;, to sl,, in one jump. Since the problem is formulated in the A4 frame, the sets of Euler angles OLM, fiL,, and fiiM are chosen to define the orientation of the rotating molecular framework relative to the immobile L frame, therefore a:, in Eqs. (15) and (16) IJere the partially averaged relaxation operator cp qL ,sL(fiz,, ,t) (averaged only over those realizations of diffusional trajectories which have identical values In,, at the instant t) has been introduced, whereby
QqL ,OLW =j-dfb, P(~LM~~;~)~~~.c,(~~M,~). (18) It is convenient to describe the decay of M;:(t) in terms of the averaged operator ~qL(t>-d%, P(fL,,
by use of which Eq. (17) 
To proceed further wg must specify the partially averaged relaxation operator aqL ,cL (a2,, , t) explicitly. In what follows the approximate form of &qL ,cL(fiRLM ,t)' will be used, which is exact in the limit of short times wherein only infinitesimally small angles of molecular (ligand field) reorientation may be reached (see also Ref. 
The degree of mixing between the different spin-orbital states is expressed by x and is determined by the ratio of the electric field splitting parameter A and the effective SOC constant X: t/2h tan(x) = Thus Eq. (21) is closed relative to cqL(t) and has the form 2 a,,(t) = -c +q;,q,Lcq, Lw' 4lL where (25) h/2-A-&h/2-A)"+2x" . .
with -(7r/2)GxG(?r/2).
To proceed further, let us multiply Eq. (25) by S;F(') and take the trace from both sides. As is shown in the Appendix, in the case of linear molecules this procedure leads to the following equation:
X ~qL,q,,tfibqlLWdfi. 
The kinetic equation (25) constitutes the basis for the description of the SLR process in the ground KD for systems with an arbitrarily strong SOC Formally, this equation looks like the homogeneous differential equations of the impact theory22 with the "collisional operator" [Eq. (26)]. The basic difference is the absence of a Hamiltonian which governs the dynamical evolution of the system on the. "free path" between "collisions," i.e., jumps of the molecular framework in the angular space. The Hamiltonian is hidden in the definition of the ieff [Eq. (23)] from which it is readily seen that the following equality holds true:
where @={ylcr, yL/3,ylx}. Thus, as expected, the response of the effective spin on the variation of the molecular orientation depends upon the strength of the coupling between the spatial and spin degrees of freedom, which is reflected in the parameters 71 and yl.
IV. RELAXATION TIME
Consider an atom with a single electron (X>O) or hole (X<O) in the p-valence shell and exposed to an axially symmetric environment. The action of V, [Eq. (7)] in the space of p functions may be expressed in terms of the TTO component of the set of unit irreducible tensor operators of r&m2,'4*2o 
can be found by Laplace transformation of Eq. (32): T,= c {A- '} qL,qlL~~~L(ojIM~~(o) . (36) 4L 41L The initial condition for Eq. (32) is obtained from Eq. (27):
Thus the inversion of 3X3 matrix AqL ,q,L gives (39) (40) It is easy to see from Eqs. (30) and (31) (h=O) the degenerate functions of the corresponding KD span a complete representation of the spinor group SU(2). In this limit 12) =I nL), ]p"> =I /I"), pl, and Eq. (38) gives l/T,=O. Due to SOC the spin and orbital variables are coupled. At the same time, in the presense of the anisotropic electric field potential the orbital momentum is no longer a constant of motion (L' does not commute with V). As a result, if V, XfO, the eigenstates of HL [Eq. (7)] span neither a representation of SU (2) (43) Here g, is the i yL, yL = gxL,xL main value of the g tensor. Thus Eq. (41) reproduces the well-known result of Hubbard's theory (see, e.g., Ref. 8 and references therein). Note, however, that in our derivation of Eq. (41) we did not treat the problem in terms of an effective Hamiltonian of spinrotational interaction, Eq. (2), and thus avoided using the Hubbard relation between r, and the orientational relaxation time Tag of rank I tensors. 6, 8, 22 The case of our primary interest is II V/I B hs k,T [Hund case (a)], a situation encountered in pammagnetic complexes of high symmetry, axially symmetric and atomic radicals with heavy atoms. In this case the spin and spatial degrees of freedom are strongly coupled, ~~41, and the effective spin closely follows the orientation of the molecular framework.14 It is readily seen that if, e.g., A=9A/4, Eqs. (30) and (31) give x=0, and from Eqs. (38)- (40) we immediately obtain
(44) Consequently, in the case of relatively strong SOC ( yLel) the SLR time for linear molecules should be close to the orientational relaxation time rOr.
Note that in the model of continuo\s diffusion f(cos 3) is different from zero only for small /3. Thereby we may expand cos(l? y,)p in Eqs. (39) and (40) in powers of p. Dropping terms of higher than the second order in /3 we obtain the following result2?
OS y161.
(46) It is easy to verify that in the respective limiting cases this expression reproduces Eqs. (41) and (44) (note that for linear rotators in the diffusion approximation riii=2DR24).
V. DISCUSSION
Traditionally the process of spin-lattice relaxation is described as a result of nonadiabatic (instantaneous) stochastic modulation of the dynamical (regular) motion of spin. The random character of the perturbation results from thermal fluctuations of spatial variables which are usually modeled by Markovian or Gaussian-type stochastic process (see, e.g., Refs. 8, 16, 21, and 22, and references therein). This nonadiabatic kinetic theory cannot describe the evolution of the system over times comparable to or less than the "switching" time r,, of the perturbation (the time interval in which the variation of the Hamiltonian takes place). The nonadiabatic approach to spin relaxation is well justified when the energy separation between the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian coupled by the time-dependent perturbation is much smaller than ri '-10"-10'3 s-* (+k,T) . For S=1/2 systems this is obviously the case when the frequency of internal motions is determined by Zeeman interactions. The nonadiabatic theory of SLR may still be appropriate for triplet molecules and paramagnetic complexes with Seff>l, where the zero-field splitting is usually lower than 10 cm-'.
The situation is different, however, if the energy gap between the terms coupled by the perturbation is determined by the electronic Hamiltonian (ll~~]l~lO~ cm-'), i.e., becomes much larger than the inverse correlation time of any thermal molecular motion. In this case the random perturbation of a system has a qualitatively different, namely an adiabatic, character.
Free radicals and paramagnetic complexes with Seff = l/2 represent an important class of systems in which the spinorbit mixed Kramers doublet constitutes the adiabatically isolated degenerate electronic ground state. Actually, the energy difference between the orbitally nondegenerate ground state and the lowest excited electronic term coupled by SOC to the ground one is of the order of the intramolecular (ligand) electric field potential, which is usually much larger than k,T. As a result, in these species the lowest KD is adiabatically isolated from the higher eigenstates of the molecular Hamiltonian.
In Ref. 14 the effect of regular molecular rotations, as far as they represent an adiabatic perturbation to the electronic system, has been adequately described as an adiabatic rotation of effective spin. It has been shown that the action of molecular rotation on the effective spin does not depend on the angular velocity at which the molecule passes a given rotational trajectory, but only on the geometry of that trajectory, i.e., it can be described in purely geometric terms. Furthermore, the analysis that has been made in that work clearly shows that only in the case of weak SOC, the traditional representation of the effective spin-Hamiltonian of spin-rotational interaction, is equivalent to the more generally valid ARES Hamiltonian.
In the present paper the theory of spin-rotational relaxation in systems with P= l/2 has been developed within the framework of the ARES approach. It has been shown that spin-rotational relaxation results from the rotational fluctuations of the anisotropic intramolecular electric field potential (ligand field) to which the spin bearing atom is exposed. When this field is strong enough (VS kBT) the effective spin of the system follows the time variation of the M frame adiabatically. In the M frame, the ARES-type motion of the effective spin appears as if it were driven by a "fictitious" internal magnetic field, f= -o?. Correspondingly, the random walk of the principal axes of the tensor e in the angular space induces the SR relaxation.
Thus we come to the important qualitative conclusion: as long as the time variation of 3 in the angular space represents an adiabatic perturbation to the electronic system the spin-rotational relaxation in Seff=1/2 species is a result of stochastic modulation of the molecular orientation, irrespective of the values of angular velocity at which the molecule passes the random trajectory in the angular space. Equivalently, in purely geometric terms, the ARES mechanism of spin-rotational relaxation originates from the action of a fluctuating Wilczek-Zee gauge potential (see Refs. 14, and references therein). Consequently, this process, traditionally attributed to the gas phase or nonviscous liquids, should be considered as an important one for most Seff=1/2 systems even with only partially "unfrozen" rotational degrees of freedom, e.g., in hydrogen-bonded liquids, polymer solutions, and in the solid phase.
For the sake of clarity it seems of interest to compare the ARES mechanism of the spin-rotational relaxation with the "rotational spin-orbit" model of SLR.9110 In the latter, spin relaxation is described as a response of S to the fluctuations of L in the angular space. Formally, the spin-orbit Hamiltonian XLS was reduced to a time-dependent effective spin Hamiltonian by evaluating the matrix elements of L in the molecular frame, with the implicit assumption that the orbitals do rotate adiabatically with the M frame, whereas the effective spin does not.gV1O In its effect to the spin, rotation of the orbits was considered as a Gaussian-type9 or Markovian" stochastic process. It should be clear from the above, that this approach to the problem is not valid when the energy gap between the ground Kramers doublet and the lowest excited electronic state spin-orbitally coupled to the ground one is more than k,T. In this case one should consider the adiabatic motion of the full (L,S) system in the rotating intramolecular electric field before the calculation of any macroscopical observable (see also Ref. 20 , where the limit V+kBT has been considered in some detail).
In this paper the principles of treating spin-rotational relaxation in Se'= l/2 systems by the ARES mechanism have been demonstrated. An atom with a single electron or hole in the p shell belonging to a linear molecule rotating in an isotropic liquid, represents the simplest model case that allows us to come to first practical results. However, the general formulation of the problem in terms of the ARES kinetic equation (25) allows one to treat the action of the rotationally modulated electric (ligand) field potential on the spin bearing atom (also with d and f electrons) within many different (Al) models of thermal motion and molecular shape. An application to the problem of electron angular momentum relaxation in liquid solutions of highly symmetric pammagnetic complexes with Seff= l/2 is now in progress. (A3) Thus, substituting Eq. (A3) into Eq. (A2) and using the exact expressions for Wigner rotation matrices," after integration over {zY,i} and summation over Q, we obtain the closed relative to MqL(t), Eq. (32).
